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0 of 0 review helpful Mostly unlabeled photos By Maya I do not know where the term fun facts comes in I think it is 
lost in translation Perhaps they meant interestingfacts This is another children s book from Speedy Publishing It has a 
lot of the same issues other books bythis publisher usually had The photos are again unlabeled or credited This is 
illegal in the US and a lot of othercountries The Children usually do not live in areas where they are exposed to the 
great predators of the wild Their sense of wonder is boosted when they learn about bears sharks spiders and tigers who 

https://egqrlgxtq.firebaseapp.com/file.html?id=QjAwUlFYUzFWWQ==


serve as earth s great and small predators Kids also learn that predators are not evil in any way and that the belief these 
creatures are monsters is wrong Upon seeing the truth about these animals and the size and scope of the natural world 
a sense of wonder and imagination gro About the Author At Speedy Publishing we envision our company and 
publishing arm as being a premier publisher of quick reference materials useful reference books fiction books in all 
sub genres and creative non fiction to both entertain and assist readers wor 
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